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EUROZONE: DEFLATION EUROZONE: DEFLATION EUROZONE: DEFLATION EUROZONE: DEFLATION OVER, BUT STICKY UNEOVER, BUT STICKY UNEOVER, BUT STICKY UNEOVER, BUT STICKY UNEMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENT    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Eurozone unemployment rate, %, sa, Eurozone unemployment rate, %, sa, Eurozone unemployment rate, %, sa, Eurozone unemployment rate, %, sa, MarchMarchMarchMarch    2015201520152015    
    
Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        11.311.311.311.3    
Previous: 11.3 
Consensus: 11.2 
Berenberg: 11.2 
 
Eurozone HICP, yoy, %, Eurozone HICP, yoy, %, Eurozone HICP, yoy, %, Eurozone HICP, yoy, %, AprilAprilAprilApril    2015201520152015    
    
Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        0.00.00.00.0    
Previous: -0.1 
Consensus: 0.0 
Berenberg: 0.0 
 
After four monthAfter four monthAfter four monthAfter four monthssss    with negative inflation rateswith negative inflation rateswith negative inflation rateswith negative inflation rates, , , , the the the the Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone Eurozone officially exited deflation officially exited deflation officially exited deflation officially exited deflation in April as HICP in-
flation edged up from -0.1% to 0.0% yoy. However, this is not yet a sign of fading domestic disinflationary pres-
sures, as the painfully slow decline in unemployment evidenced in today’s unemployment data for March re-
minds us. Rather, an increase in volatile food price inflation from 0.6% to 0.9% yoy and the impact of the weaker 
euro on the prices of imported non-energy industrial goods (inflation up from 0.0% to 0.1%) has triggered the 
modest rebound. Services inflation, which best reflects domestic price pressures, continued to edge down from 
1.0% to 0.9% yoy in April. Core inflation was unchanged at 0.6%, far below the ECB’s target, but also significantly 
above deflation territory. As the oil price drops fade from the annual comparison and will potentially gradually be 
replaced by a moderate rebound in energy prices, Eurozone inflation will move up further towards the end of the 
year and then gradually beyond. But to get back to the ECB’s 2% target, it is still a long way to go.    
    
Unemployment continued to fall for a fourth successive month Unemployment continued to fall for a fourth successive month Unemployment continued to fall for a fourth successive month Unemployment continued to fall for a fourth successive month in the Eurozone, but declines remain modest 
and uneven. Overall unemployment dropped by 36k in March, but, at that pace, it would take 14 years to return to 
pre-crisis levels. Reform countries Spain, Portugal and Ireland remained best in class in March, with unemploy-
ment rates declining by 0.1ppt each. Spanish unemployment is falling at a rate of 0.5 million a year (see Chart). 
Reform laggards Italy (+0.3ppt to 13.0%) and France (unchanged at 10.6%) continue to fall behind, although we are 
optimistic that Italy’s December labour reform will soon lead to improvements, with unemployment increases 
slowing already (see Chart). In core countries, unemployment fell in Germany (unemployment rate 4.7%) and the 
Netherlands (7.0%), but rose in Austria (still very low at 5.6%). The latter is showing increasing similarities with 
France, also on confidence indicators. A lack of domestic reforms aggravates external problems from the exposure 
to Russia and Eastern Europe. 
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Chart: Chart: Chart: Chart: unemploymentunemploymentunemploymentunemployment    falls strongly in Spain, rises in France/Italyfalls strongly in Spain, rises in France/Italyfalls strongly in Spain, rises in France/Italyfalls strongly in Spain, rises in France/Italy    

 
Unemployment change, yoy, in thsd. Source: Eurostat 
 
Table: Table: Table: Table: Eurozone 19Eurozone 19Eurozone 19Eurozone 19    unemploymeunemploymeunemploymeunemploymentntntnt    and inflationand inflationand inflationand inflation    

    

 APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

UE rate (%) --- 11.3 11.3 11.4 11.4 11.5 

UE change (k) --- -36 -78 -111 -193 1 

HICP yoy % 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.2 0.3 

Core yoy % 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 

 
Source: Eurostat 
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